PUNK WHIZ 10

ANIL
Perth, Australia

Yet another misdefinition pun quiz. Numbers in parentheses are the letters in the answer; (4|4) is a charade, an eight letter word that splits into a four plus four letter pun. My answers are out back.

1. cornfield labyrinth (5)
2. enslave on purpose (2|8)
3. aim a starting pistol (5|5)
4. shoplift a sharp weapon (6|5)
5. A hailstorm—dodge! (4 |7| 3 |“5”)
6. transvestite hot-rodder in gear (2|4)
7. Pork sausage? No, it’s rodent! (5|3)
8. Quick, shut the corral gate! (5, 6 5 4 3!)
9. in the gym training to be a hamster (2|3|9)
10. half-baked, still tough but posing as soft (3|6)
11. what many a person approaches at 100 mph (3|7)
12. At a very slow lollipop factory... (5 |5’| 1 6 4 5 6.)
13. the sun god acknowledges your praise at his arrival (2|2|3)
14. this will double the number of days you greet in your life (1|5|3)
15. Jack Horner inched his way over and sat beside Miss Muffet (6 |2|6)
16. All the little devils in power are in league, with no fear of prosecution. (3|5)
17. Please reduce the use of your extended index finger! It doesn’t do any good. (5|4)
18. the pleasure principle of a sadistic murderer or a brainwashed soldier, or the recalcitrant (4|3)
19. A raven eater? Are St. Poet? (anagram; St. = Saint? No; Street? Maybe; Star? Maybe, maybe, maybe) (4|5=3|6)
20. a nickname for a logologist, especially for one who uses embossed stationery (6|4)
21. an abbreviation that’s the bitter rival of the 8-letter word it abbreviates (3.)
22. downtown amongst endless traffic signals and streetwalkers (3 5 8)
23. Fire your gun, or unload it. And make it snappy! (3|3|4|3!)
24. appropriate to the interest of an “ambulance chaser” (4|4)
25. gets over the measles (They’re oppressive.) (2|5)
26. the early advantage morning coffee gives (4|5)
27. a gang of solvent sniffers, mostly dead (7|4)
28. a stone that can change into a frog (11 4)
29. a female police officer in Georgia (5 4)
30. what buttered toast never does (4|2)
31. world’s longest arm covering (6 6)
32. up in the air, but just barely (2|5)
33. full of beautiful crevices (5|3)
34. the saloon in Star Wars (5 3)
35. a one-night stand (3 3 9)
36. 1) real; 2) “unreal” (10)